We investigated 26 midsized peptides (∼30 amino acids in length) selected using mRNA display to perform a nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction (S N Ar). Analysis suggested a diverse set of reactive sequences with significant differences in primary sequence, secondary structure and even predicted tertiary structural features. Several of the sequences displayed rapid kinetics allowing for near complete labeling in under one hour. Rosetta ab initio structure prediction of these sequences suggested a landscape of structural features, ranging from beta-sheet-based sequences to those possessing more alphahelical-like character. Circular dichroism spectroscopy confirmed elements of the structure predictions for the majority of peptides. This analysis additionally uncovered that several peptides underwent secondary structure alterations upon reaction. These results suggest a broad sequence and structural landscape of S N Ar active peptides along with a potentially important feature of these biopolymers.
Introduction
Nature has evolved a host of protein-based reaction mechanisms to perform the chemical transformations that sustain life. In cases of convergent evolution, multiple sequence and structural protein families evolved to perform a common chemistry.
1,2 A well-known example of this convergence is the glycoside hydrolase group of enzymes. 3 Within the broad category of glycoside hydrolases are the cellulases which exist in over 10 different sequence-based families and possess distinct folds and may hydrolyse a range of substrates. 4, 5 As another example, in the case of the various carbonic anhydrases, separate folds perform identical overall chemical reactions using the same substrates. 6 In general, for a given chemical transformation performed by proteins, similar or drastically different mechanistic themes may exist. For instance, while the metal center in carbonic anhydrases ranges from iron and zinc to even cadmium, the use of a metal ion is a common theme and appears indispensable for this reaction. 7, 8 In contrast, for the cleavage of an amide bond, a host of mechanisms have evolved. Some rely on direct amino acid-based nucleophiles (serine or cysteine for example) while still others leverage metal ions or residues to activate water for bond cleavage. [9] [10] [11] Therefore, when considering an abiotic reaction of interest, it is unclear whether similar or different themes will emerge in a population of functional biopolymers. Significant efforts have been devoted to identifying peptides capable of reacting with small molecules. 12, 13 Much of the focus on discovering reactive sequences has been on leveraging selection and screening based approaches. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Focusing on perfluoroaromatic-based nucleophilic aromatic substitution (S N Ar) reactions, two separate functional peptides have been reported. The first, termed the 'π-clamp' is a four-residue peptide (FCPF), 14 while the other 'MP01' is 29-residues in length, originated from an mRNA display selection and displayed no obvious similarities to the π-clamp aside from the use of an active site cysteine. 15 The selection used to discover MP01 assayed a large, predominantly randomized library of ∼30-amino-acid long peptides for S N Ar activity. Five rounds of selection were performed and followed by high-throughput sequencing, revealing a predominantly unconverged landscape with millions of unique sequences. The primary isolate, MP01, significantly stood out from the majority of the sequences and was thus studied. This selection, however, presented a large, diverse and uncharacterized landscape of other potentially reactive sequences that were only partially enriched.
Here, we probed what features emerged from the aforementioned selection by studying a host of the discovered midsized peptides. In particular, we investigated whether multiple routes to reactivity were possible-from primary amino acid sequence to structural features-and if common mechanistic themes occurred. Using chemical synthesis, structure prediction and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, we uncovered several routes to S N Ar reactivity with disparate reaction rates. This work found that there are many mixed alpha-helix/ random coil sequences in addition to reactive beta-sheet peptides. Furthermore, many peptides underwent secondary structure alterations upon reaction with the perfluoroaromatic probe. These results may suggest that while there are several different solutions to the problem of reactivity in the space of midsized peptides, common themes may still emerge.
Results and discussion
The sequence landscape is diverse
The sequence space of peptides (referred to as MPs) outside of the previously characterized isolate (MP01) showed minimal similarity and low sequence counts (Table 1) . 15 In this diverse set of MPs, the proposed reactive cysteine was found throughout the length of the sequence-from more N-terminal placements to C-terminal locations-with the majority found in a central location due to the initial library biasing. Peptides appeared with as few as two counts in the high-throughput sequencing to 30 for MP03 (one count corresponds to a single observation of the complete sequence). The majority appeared at or below six counts. 20 and purification, several of the sequences required a guanidinium chloride-based refolding procedure (MP14, 16-19 and 25, ESI 2.3 †). After this protocol most were readily soluble with the exception of MP14 which was marginally soluble. MP23 was dropped as it proved challenging to both cleanly synthesize and purify.
The functional landscape is broad with reaction rate constants spanning two orders of magnitude Each peptide was assayed for reactivity, revealing a broad functional landscape. Briefly, individual peptides (100 µM) were incubated with an excess of the perfluoroaromatic probe (500 µM) from the initial selection, referred to as the capture agent (CA) under reducing conditions (5 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine, TCEP) at pH 7.4 and room temperature ( Fig. 1, inset ). Kinetic analysis of the reactions revealed that many peptides were capable of reactivity ( Fig. 1 ). 15 sequences displayed low to moderate reactivity (0.02-0.27 M −1 s −1 ) while eight possessed second order rate constants significantly higher than that of the previously characterized primary isolate from the selection (MP01, 185 sequencing counts, 0.29 M −1 s −1 ). 15 With the exception of MP02 and 11, all of the sequences displayed rates greater than that of a previously characterized, random cysteine-containing peptide (0.007 M −1 s −1 ). 15 While MP11 did not show reactivity on the time scale of the kinetics measurements, with longer incubations MP11 could minimally react, akin to the reactivity of an unselected cysteine containing peptide (Fig. S34B †) . For the most reactive peptides, no sequence similarities were observed and high conversion to a singly labeled product was possible in roughly 30 minutes (Fig. 2) . These data support the notion that the absolute copy number from sequencing is not the best indicator of function as previously suggested. 21 We observed that sequences that showed up many times (MP01-04 for example) were not as reactive as some that only appeared a handful of times (MP13, 15 and 22 appeared 5 or fewer times). The multi-cysteine containing peptides displayed varying levels of reactivity along with heterogeneous labeling states. Possessing two cysteines, MP08 and MP09 both showed single and double labeled products while MP05 was labeled between one and three times within eight hours ( Fig. 2B and C) . These sequences may have required longer reaction times and higher CA concentrations to drive the reaction to a fully labeled state. Additionally, MP05 and 09 were not soluble following reaction. The reactive peptides exist in a diverse structural landscape Rosetta ab initio structure prediction 22, 23 and CD spectroscopy suggested a diverse structural landscape in which both alphahelical and beta-sheet peptides existed. For the Rosetta analysis, the presented structures were the best representative structures of the major structural families (by percent size of the total population) determined by having both a low energy but also low in-family root-mean-square deviation. This suggested the structure to be a reasonable representation of the family. Structure prediction was used to suggest general topologies capable of performing the S N Ar chemistry. While short structured peptides exist, 24 we chose this modeling paradigm because peptides in this size range often need to be specifically designed (typically with cyclization or disulfide bonds) for structural stability. 25, 26 Additionally, cluster analysis suggested that several structural families may be important. This typically occurred for the predicted helical peptides, where for a given sequence, the structural landscape contained families of similar population percentages and comparable energies. For such sequences, the actual structure in solution is likely an ensemble of these states and not a single conformation as one structure would suggest. In light of these observations, and without additional experimental structural data, we analysed the structural landscape itself and do not present a single structure.
Helical peptides exist and display partial random coil elements
Of the sequences studied, fifteen were predicted to primarily possess helical components (MP03-5, 7-10, 12, 15, 20-22, 24, 26 and 27, Fig. 3A and ESI 3.5 †). Four out of the top five most reactive peptides came from this set of sequences, all of which contained a single cysteine. For each of these top sequences, several key structural families were observed that appeared unique for each sequence. For a given peptide, some families displayed similar elements. As an example, in the case of MP10, three of the representative structures suggested a common cysteine placement (Fig. 3A) . Across all of the sequences and structures, several structural themes regarding the placement of the active site cysteine emerged; the two most notable being that the cysteine was often observed near the N-terminus of an alpha-helix (MP07-9, 12, 15, 20 and 21) and that it is commonly seen in loop regions (MP03-5, 8, 26 and 27 for example). The placement of the cysteine near the N-terminus of an alpha-helix may contribute to elevated reac- Fig. 1 The reactive peptide landscape is broad and contains several highly reactive sequences. Second order rate constants of MPs relative to the previously published MP01 data. Inset is a cartoon depiction of the reaction studied. Analysis of an isolate exhibiting single, double and triple labeling. Sstarting peptide, P* -singly labeled peptide, P** -doubly labeled peptide, P*** -triply labeled peptide.
tivity due to the macromolecular dipole induced by the helix as has been suggested. 27 However, these are not the only predicted locations, as placement near the C-terminus of a helix was sometimes observed. CD spectroscopy revealed that the majority of the predicted helical peptides displayed both coil and helix-like secondary structures. This suggested that they either adopted a defined structure with significant random coil elements or did not exist with a long lived, defined helical structure. In line with our structural prediction analysis, we believe the lack of a defined structure to be a more plausible explanation. We note that while many of the representative ( predicted) structures display significant structural elements, structure in general may have been over stabilized, perhaps due to the scoring function or the large 9-mer fragments used in the prediction protocol. Finally, we find it pertinent to mention that MP24 displayed a predominantly beta-sheet like secondary structure, in contrast to the predicted helical structure. This may suggest that the structure prediction over-stabilized helical peptides or that MP24 was in an aggregated state (which might be the cause of its low reactivity).
Beta-sheet structures exist in the landscape of reactive peptides
Pointing to the diversity of structures able to undergo S N Ar reactions, several beta-sheet-based peptides were discovered. A total of seven sequences were predicted to fall into this category (MP11, 13, 14, 17-19, 25, Fig. 4 and ESI 3.5 †) . One of these peptides displayed significant reactivity (MP13), arriving at number three in the list of most reactive sequences with a rate constant of 1.71 M −1 s −1 . The majority of other beta-sheet predicted peptides displayed lower levels of reactivity, with MP25 being the next fastest at 0.25 M −1 s −1 . Perhaps the most common element of this class of peptide was the observation of three-stranded beta-sheets in which the active site cysteine was seen closer to or in one of the loop regions. The prime exception to this was MP14 in which the cysteine was located in the center of the middle beta-strand; however, it was one of the least reactive beta-sheet peptides. The beta-sheet peptides in general also possessed primary structural families that were represented at much higher percentages than families seen in the helical peptides (50.5% and 75.3% for the main families of MP13 and MP19 respectively). In addition to their predicted structural elements, the secondary structures seen for many of these peptides were predominantly beta-sheet-like with the characteristic minimum near 218 nm. Relative to the helical peptides, the secondary structural features seen in many of these beta-sheet sequences were more pronounced (Fig. 4, ESI 3.3 and 3.4 †) . However, not all of the peptides displayed only beta-sheet-like structure. Two of the peptides (MP11 and MP14) displayed significant random coil components in their secondary structure. As a point of interest, we note that the majority of the beta-sheet peptides required a chemical refolding protocol, while none of the alpha-helical peptides did.
Structural alteration upon reaction is a common feature in S N Ar active midsized peptides Structural alteration upon reaction emerged as a common feature. CD analysis of select MPs following an approximately 24 hour incubation with the CA revealed that many sequences underwent significant alterations to their secondary structure (Fig. 5A, ESI 3.3 †) . This feature was quite common in the predicted helical peptides, like MP07, 15 and 20, that exhibited varying degrees of structural alteration. In general, helical features became more pronounced following reaction with the CA. We note that many CA-labeled peptides were not soluble enough to perform CD analysis -particularly the beta-sheet peptides like MP13, 19 and 25. This may be the root cause as to why the observed trend is an increase of alpha-helicity.
There is a general trend (aside from MP05, 10 and 13 for which we do not have data due to solubility issues) that the most reactive peptides undergo structural alterations (MP07, 15 and 20-22) . This observation may point to structural alterations being important for high levels of reactivity. However, it may simply be a common feature of reactive peptides in this size range, as sequences like MP08 and 26 also display alteration but are much less reactive.
We do not believe these alterations are due to the CA acting as simply a structure promoting additive. Several peptides displayed negligible change upon reaction with (MP04 and 27) or in the presence of CA (MP11 and 24, Fig. 5B ). Additionally, the concentrations of CA used (250 µM) are lower than those used with agents like trifluoroethanol or trimethylamine N-oxide to impart structural alterations (commonly used in the mM-M range). 28 
Experimental
All materials and methods are outlined in detail in the ESI. † Key methods include peptide synthesis and handling, kinetics measurements, CD spectroscopy and structure prediction.
Conclusions
Three main findings have come out of this work. First, by studying a portion of the selected sequences, we suggest that there are potentially hundreds of reactive peptides in a library of 10 13 members. Second, the peptides in this subspace spanned diverse primary sequences, secondary structural elements and perhaps tertiary features that were capable of performing the S N Ar reaction with rates enhanced relative to unselected peptides. The final observation is that structural alterations mediated by or in response to reaction with a small molecule is a common feature of these peptides. Our experiments demonstrate that the landscape of S N Ar active peptides is broad. Not only is reactivity readily achievable, but high levels of reactivity are possible, evidenced by sequences like MP13, 15 and 22. Even among these more reactive sequences, differences still emerge in terms of structural features, akin to the diversity of structures seen in enzymes. This work demonstrated that peptides from both major secondary structural families (alpha-helices and beta-sheets) are capable of rapid reactivity. Expanding from here and with additional engineering, the multi-cysteine peptides (MP05 and 09 for instance) may enable fusion proteins to be labeled a desired number of times in a kinetically-controlled biorthogonal manner. Looking forward, we believe there may yet be other, highly reactive sequences in this space. Additional experiments will more fully characterize the breadth of sequences, structures and functions.
The frequent observation of CA-mediated structural alterations is a notable property emergent from the selection. It may even begin to suggest a common feature used by (reactive) peptides in this space. In this regard, these peptides are reminiscent of natural proteins and peptides that undergo disorder-toorder transitions upon performing their function like the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p21 or ACTR and CBP that significantly alter their structures upon binding. 29, 30 However, it is still an open question whether or not this property is important for reactivity. Taken together these results portray a rich and dynamic landscape of functional biomaterials. Additional investigations are necessary and may reveal common routes to high reactivity as well as general design rules to guide future reactive peptide development.
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